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the individual. These humanly operable input and out
put means are tamper-resistantly integrated with the

CARD-COMPUTER MODERATED SYSTEMS

secured chip(s), under this ?rst approach. The recently
demonstrated Visa/Toshiba “SuperSmart" card, for

RELATED APPLICATIONS
This application is a continuation-in-part of my prior

instance, is programmed to display a transaction code
together with the amount of payment, which allows an

co-pending applications noted below:
(a) Ser. No. 06/524,896 ?led August 22, 1983 and issued

onlooking shopkeeper (who is assumed able to assess
the genuineness of a card) to have con?dence that the
transaction code will be honored for the amount dis

' July 19, 1988 as U.S. Pat. No. 4,759,063;

(b) Ser. No. 06/784,999 ?led October 7, 1985 and issued
10 played. (The shop’s security would of course be im
July 19, 1988 as U.S. Pat. No. 4,759,064;
proved if it instead communicated through its own
(c) Ser. No. 07/168,802 ?led March 16, 1988, now aban
computer.)
doned; and
One fundamental shortcoming of this ?rst approach is
(d) Ser. No. 07/123,703 ?led November 23, 1987.

that security derives completely from tamper-resist

51

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
ance. Little has been published on the topic of tamper
resistance of portable computers (but see “Design con
1. Field of the Invention.
cepts for tamper-responding systems,” by the present
This invention relates to secure transaction systems,
and more speci?cally to con?gurations and crypto
applicant, in Proceedings of CRYPTO 82, D. Chaum,
graphic techniques for transactions between two sub
R. Rivest 8: A. Sherman, Eds., Plenum 1983). Never
20 theless, the threat level such devices available today can
systems moderated by a third subsystem.
2. Description of Prior Art.
withstand is certainly above that which could be perpe
There are essentially three approaches to secure con
trated without sophisticated tools, but is also almost
sumer transactions in the known art based on active
surely below that of a determined attack by a “national
devices held by individuals. Each of these three has
laboratory.” Moreover, a security system employing a
some shortcomings solved by the others, but the tech
single such technologically-based countermeasure may
niques are mutually exclusive.
be quite vulnerable to unanticipated modes of attack.

The ?rst, and perhaps most obvious, known approach
is based solely on portable tamper-resistant devices,
such as are commonly called “IC,” “chip,” or “smart”

cards. The active part of these cards is comprised today

30

of preferably one (but possibly more) integrated cir
~cuit(s), typically including input/output interface, mem
ory, and often processing means.

major early application of card systems, the above con
siderations suggest that security which relies on tamper
resistance alone should be considered unaccepta
ble—particularly if each card contains the same master

Security from the point of view of the card issuing

key.

organization under this approach derives primarily

A second intrinsic shortcoming, of this approach
based wholly on tamper-resistant devices, is that indi

from the tamper-resistance of the card: the individual
holding a card is assumed unable to modify or discover
the content of some data stored within it. The card
issuer should ensure that the logical structure of the

card allows only the desired operations to be performed
on this protected data. Security often also requires that
the instructions requesting (and results of) these allowed
operations be securely communicated to (and from) the
card. Physically secured communication may be possi

Such systems can even be a national vulnerability, as
evidenced by attacks on consumer payment systems
during international hostilities. If payments are to be a

viduals have no effective way of ensuring the protec
tion of their own interests. Few may regard a large
40

card-issuing organization deliberately cheating them
out of money in transactions of modest value as a credi

ble scenario. Nevertheless, it is quite another thing to
rule out cheating for economic gain by employees or
others who gain access to all or even part of a system.

ble when the card is in direct mechanical contact with 45 The resulting economic losses to individuals are at least
potentially detectable and recoverable. There are other
(or at least quite near) other apparatus trusted by the
aspects of a system, such as the ability to issue and re
card issuer. A more attractive basis for secure commu
voke privileges, whose abuse may be detectable but is
nication, however, is provided by cryptographic tech
not fully recoverable: damage from a personal auton
niques, which make direct contact or even proximity
unnecessary. These techniques allow wider use while 50 omy point of view is done by the initial denial of access
to privileges and cannot be recovered once lost. Other
reducing the trust issuers must have in each terminal
device within a system. The basis for security of such ' dangers may not even be detectable: much data col
lected in transactions can be considered sensitive from a
cryptographic communication must of course be keys

placed within a card's protected storage initially or

personal privacy perspective. Cards might leak such

once otherwise secured communication is established.
Care must also be taken in such systems to further

sensitive data directly, or if they reveal universally
identifying numbers or the like, much such data could
be linked and collected together. Moreover, the privacy
related data and the autonomy related decision making

protect issuers and individuals from terminal devices,
even once cryptographically secured communication is
established between the card and its issuer. This is so

because modi?ed or completely bogus terminals might
bene?t from making improper use of data provided
them by individuals (such as, e.g., PIN codes) or from
displaying misleading information (such as, e.g., im

power of a system may come under control of an entity

with signi?cantly different intentions than that under
which the system was originally accepted.
A second known approach to secure transactions is

‘based on apparatus comprising an externally interfaced

tamper-resistant part that acts as an intermediary be
proper amounts of payment) to individuals. Solutions
include a keyboard and display on board the card. The 65 tween external systems and_a user-controlled worksta

keyboard ensures the issuer that input from the individ
ual card holder is supplied securely to the issuer; the

tion._An example of this approach is disclosed in U.S.
Pat. No. 4,529,870, titled “Cryptographic identi?cation,

display allows the issuer to control messages shown to

?nancial transaction, and credential device,” issued to

3
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and stored in the workstation. When such a signature is

the present applicant. The difference between the ?rst
and this second approach derives from the workstation:

released by the individual, the shop receiving it can
verify its validity. But the shop cannot be sure that

it need not be trusted by anyone but the individual. This
allows the individual to develop substantial trust in the
workstation, because the individual is free to obtain its
hardware and software from any source (or even to
construct it) and this personal workstation need not

copies of the same signature have not also been given to
other shops, in general, without consulting some sort of

central registry of accepted signatures. Particularly for
low value transactions, the cost of consulting such a

have any structure or data that its owner cannot know

directory may be considerable. This problem can be

or modify.
An advantage of such trust in workstations obtainable

addressed partly by new techniques that compromise
the privacy of those attempting to show the same signa

by individuals is that it allows individuals to directly

ture more than once, as described in co-pending appli

bene?t from the now widely known “public key digital
signatures.” These can provide, for each transaction, a

cation of the present applicant, titled “One-show blind
signature systems,” ?led 3/16/88, with U.S. Ser. No.

numerical receipt checkable by the individual’s work

168,802, now abandoned.

station-and also veri?able by any third party arbiter or 15

More fundamental (but related) problems occur with
digital signatures representing “credentials,” which are
statements issued by organizations about individuals.

judge. A comprehensive set of such receipts retained by
the workstation can protect many of an individual’s

Such credentials are obtained by a special crypto
graphic process using blind signatures and are then
mately at least a proper settling of accounts.
Other advantages are offered by trustable worksta 20 presented to gain access to privileges. A problem is that

recoverable interests. They allow, for instance, ulti

tions. One is that they essentially open the possibility for

a credential issued to one person for the purpose of
allowing that person to gain access to some facility or

a market in suitable hardware and software. This may
be able to meet the needs of individuals more effectively

service might too easily be lent to another person. In
deed, the signature itself might not even be lent, but.T

than tamper-resistant devices issued by organizations.

Special devices adapted to various user preferences or 25 communication with the (possibly remote) legitimate
holder of the credential may allow passable responses to
disabilities are possible, for example, and the latest ad
vances in technology can be employed. Card issuing - queries by the person wishing to show the credential at
the point of access. Further problems may also result if
organizations bene?t, since they are freed from the
additional credentials are obtained using such a 501'
rowed credential. Some of the credentials so obtained
might be “positive,” in the sense that it would be in the
individual’s interest to show them. Thus the lender

burden of supplying the user interface part and of meet
ing the demand for its features. The cost of these work
station features are instead shifted to the user, and can in

effect be shared between issuer organizations, since a
single workstation could even accommodate several

might improperly bene?t from the-credentials earned by

tamper-resistant parts.

the borrower. Others of these new credentials might be

“negative,” in that they would be to the disadvantage of
the lender (and thus might inhibit such lending). No

One thing that cannot be accomplished under this

approach, however, is preventing the tamper-resistant
part from causing a loss of autonomy by partially disen

matter how such" negative credentials are obtained,
though, they do raise what may be a fundamental prob

franchising or locking individuals out of a system alto
gether. Such a lockout might even be caused by a co
vert message or signal sent to the tamper-resistant part
during an ordinary transaction, and the possibilities are

lem: individuals, even if they did initially agree to ac
cept a negative credential, may hide the existence of

such credentials (at least for some time) simply by dis
carding them.
A further limitation of published practical credential

greatly increased because the tamper-resistant part is

privy to all the individual’s transaction data. Another
mechanisms is that they do not provide the possibility
fundamental limit on the protections obtainable under
this approach, as with the ?rst approach, relates to 45 for credentials containing values secret from the indi
personal privacy. An individual is unable to effectively
vidual. Such secrets are used today, for instance, as with
ensure that the tamper resistant part does not in some

some medical records.

way secretly leak sensitive or identifying information

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention

during transactions.
The third known approach may be characterized by
the complete absence of a tamper-resistant part: all

to:

improve organization’s security in systems using per
sonal workstations, without diminishing the protections

security derives from cryptographic protocols con
ducted between an external system and an individual’s

workstation. Individuals are ensured of protections for

their interests, including recoverability, autonomy, and
privacy. The shortcomings of this approach, in contrast
with the previous two approaches, relate instead to
some aspects of security for organizations.
An essential concept of this approach is “blind signa
tures,” as described in European Patent Publication

55

offered to individuals;
improve individual’s protections in systems based on

tamper-resistance, without reducing the legitimately
needed security for organizations;
accomplish the previous objects by providing for
cooperation between tamper-resistant parts and per
sonal workstations;

0139313, titled “Blind signature systems,” dated 2/5/85,

allow a tamper-resistant part to obtain a signature,
unobtainable by a workstation, from an external system,
Pat. No. 4,759,063 by the present applicant, which is
without allowing any additional information to be in
incorporated herein by reference. In making a payment,
cluded in or along with the signature;
for instance, with this approach the individual obtains 65 allow a tamper-resistant part to convince an external
public key digital signatures through a blind signature
system that it has obtained a signature as in the previous

claiming priority on U.S. Ser. No. 524,896, now U.S.

process. Each signature might represent the equivalent

objective, without allowing it to leak any additional

of one dollar, for example, and would be obtained by

information;

5
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of a signature issuing protocol with blinding in accor
dance with the teachings of the present invention.

vate key that gives it knowledge, unavailable to the
workstation, which is needed to use that private key,
while ensuring that the tamper-resistant part cannot
include any secret information in the corresponding

FIG. 7 shows a ?owchart of a preferred embodiment

of a signature possession showing protocol with sanitiz
ing in accordance with the teachings of the present

public key;

invention.
FIG. 8 shows a ?owchart of a preferred embodiment
of a protocol for a tamper-resistant part providing a
single bit to an external system with hiding in accor
dance with the teachings of the present invention.

allow a certi?cate for a public key as in the previous
object to be obtained from the external system by the
workstation, without the system learning which public
key it is certifying, thereby removing the need for uni
versal master keys in tamper-resistant parts;

'

FIG. 9 shows a ?owchart of a preferred embodiment
of a protocol for a tamper-resistant part receiving a

allow a tamper-resistant part to issue signatures certi
fying its agreement with certain messages;
allow selection of such messages of the previous ob

single bit from an external system with modifying in
accordance with the teachings of the present invention.

ject to depend on state maintained by the tamper-resist
ant part, including information not necessarily in the
interest of an individual to retain (such as which one

time-use signatures have already been shown or which
pseudonyms or credentials are owned by the individ

ual);
allow proximity of a tamper-resistant part associated
with a workstation to be determined by a sensing sta

tion;
allow the workstation to ensure that the external
system cannot leak messages or signals to the tamper
resistant part in the above transactions;
allow the workstation to ensure that the tamper
resistant part cannot leak messages or signals to the

6

FIG. 6 shows a ?owchart of a preferred embodiment

allow a tamper resistant part a role in creating a pri

20

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In accordance with these and other objects of the
present invention, a brief summary of an exemplary

embodiment is presented. Some simpli?cations and
omissions may be made in the following summary,
which is intended to highlight and introduce some as
pects of the present- invention, but not to limit its scope.

Detailed descriptions of preferred exemplary embodi
ments adequate to allow those of ordinary skill in the art
to'make and use the inventive concepts will be provided
later.
A card computer C is held by an individual who can

control its internal operation (almost) completely. The
external system in the above transactions;
30
individual has a tamper-resistant part T, over the inter
allow a workstation to permit strictly limited
nal operation of which the individual has essentially no
amounts of data to be provided from an external system
control. The individual also conducts transactions with
to a tamper-resistant part, without the workstation
one or more organizations or individuals that may col
being able to learn the content of that data;
lectively be called the external system S. The physical
allow a workstation to permit a tamper-resistant part
arrangement is such that all information transferred
to issue strictly limited amounts of data to an external
between T and S must pass through C as is shown in
system, without such data becoming accessible to the
FIG. 1. This gives C the chance to “moderate” such

workstation;
allow the tamper-resistant part to convince the work
station of relationships between such strictly limited
data it receives and that which it issues; and

allow efficient, economical, and practical apparatus
and methods ful?lling the other objects of the inven
tion.

'

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present
invention will be appreciated when the present descrip
tion and appended claims are read in conjunction with

the drawing ?gures.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
FIGURES
FIG. 1 shows a combination block and functional
diagram of a preferred embodiment including a tamper
resistant part, workstation, and external system in ac

cordance with the teachings of the present invention.
FIG. 2 shows a ?owchart of a preferred embodiment

of a public key neutralization protocol in accordance
with the teachings of the present invention.
FIG. 3 shows a ?owchart of a preferred embodiment

of a distance bounding protocol with both out?ow and
in?ow protection in accordance with the teachings of
the present invention.
FIG. 4 shows a ?owchart of a preferred embodiment

transfers by stopping a transfer altogether, allowing a
40 transfer as requested by T or S, or modifying a transfer

before it reaches the other party.
A transaction protocol of the preferred embodiment
shown in FIG. 2 allows a blind signature to be obtained

by C from S. Within the signature is contained, in
blinded form, a public key q developed by cooperation
between C and T. The ability to form public key digital
signatures that can be checked with q is at least in part
held by T. Yet, C is ensured that q does not reveal any
information chosen by T. Thus, C may be said to “neu
tralize” a public key created by T and obtain a signed
certi?cate for it.
Another transaction protocol, shown in FIG. 3, al
lows S, T, and C to develop essentially the same value,
m, resulting from a challenge response sequence be
tween S and T. The protocol allows C to pad the value
of m and the exchanged messages by which it is devel
oped: neither S nor T'can in?uence m (or the messages
sent in developing it) in such a way that any information
chosen by S or T is revealed to the other of the two.
Yet, both S and T are ensured that in results from and is

dependent on their respective challenge and response.
In developing m, single bits of challenge issued by S are
responded to by single bits from T. Because the amount

of computation required by the'parties to process each
of a digital signature protocol with obscuring in accor
dance with the teachings of the present invention.
65 such single bit is extremely small, timing by S of the
FIG. 5 shows a ?owchart of a preferred embodiment

of a undeniable signature protocol with disguising in
accordance with. the teachings of the present invention.

interval between its issue of a challenge bit and its re

ceipt of the corresponding response bit allows S to
determine an upper bound on the distance to T.

7
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shown in FIG. 4, allows T to develop a digital signature

ated, C might also be any computer of any ownership or
use. For clarity in exposition, however, C will be said to

on a message, m for instance, using the private key
corresponding to public key q. This signature is trans

be held or owned by an individual that will use it in
transactions.

ferred from T to S by C in a way that allows C to ensure

It may be that C contains parts that are in general
difficult for its owner to examine or modify, but the

. A further protocol of the preferred embodiment,

its correctness; the content of the message signed is

security for organizations against abuses that might be
perpetrated against them by the individual holding C

controlled by T but veri?able by C. Because the result
obtained by S is a public key digital signature, S can
verify that it was formed by the holder of the private
key corresponding to q, and convince any third party of
this fact just by showing the signature. The signature is

should not rely on this tamper-resistance. For example,
it is anticipated that part of C may include memory
elements whose contents must be changed if C is to be
useful to a different person. Another example is mem
ory elements that are not usually readable, unless some

obscured by C to ensure that it does not leak any infor
mation from T.

A related protocol of the preferred embodiment,

pre-arranged PIN code, biometric, or the like is entered;
such arrangements might protect the holder’s data from
inspection by someone else coming into possession of C.
While such tamper-resistance does prevent the holder
from certain accesses and may provide improved secu

shown in FIG. 5, allows T to show an undeniable signa
ture on a message, also using the private key corre

sponding to public key q. Undeniable signatures are
disclosed in a co-pending application, titled “Undeni
able signature systems,” with US. Ser. No. 123,703,
filed 23/11/87, by the present applicant, which is in
cluded herein by reference. Such showing of an undeni
able signature by T involves S forming a challenge that
can be convincingly responded to by T (with all but

substantially negligible probability) only if T has
formed the undeniable signature properly and particia

20

rity for individuals, and indirectly for organizations, the
security of organizations against abuses by individuals
does not rely on it, and it primarily acts as a protection
of the owner against other individuals.
Tamper-resistant part T 120 is an information pro

25

cessing device, perhaps a general microcomputer. It
derives input from interface 125 that is provided by C

pates in forming the response. Such an undeniable signa

110 and provides output through interface 125 to C 110.

ture can be re-shown as often as desired, but only by

It is intended to at least maintain'some secrets from the
individual who holds it and to have at least some struc
ture that is unmodi?able by the individual, that which at
least prevents the individual from making some accesses
to the secrets it contains. These secret values need not

cooperation of T each time. Again, C is able to ensure
that communication between T and 8 during this trans

action is completely disguised, apart from the showing
of the undeniable signature.
A pair of yet other transaction protocols, whose uses

be explicitly stored in ordinary memory‘ elements; they

are in some sense analogous to those of FIG. 2 and FIG.

may be encoded in the structure'of T in some other

5, are shown in FIG. 6 and FIG. 7, respectively. The
protocol of FIG. 6 allows T to receive a digital signa
ture from S that is unobtainable by C, but C is able to
ensure that only the signature on the desired message is
learned by T. The protocol of FIG. 7 allows T to later
convince S that it does have the signature of the particu
lar message and is responding to challenges, without
allowing C to obtain the signature.
Yet another pair of transaction protocols shown in
FIG. 8 and FIG. 9 allow the transfer of a single bit from
T to S, and from S to T, respectively. Bits transferred in

way, possibly in efforts to keep them more securely
from individuals. Some of the secrets of T may of
course be stored in encrypted form by C.

_

It is anticipated that Ts might be supplied by organi
zations to individuals. One way this might be accom

plished is by direct issue of one.T selected by an organi
zation to a speci?c individual. Another issuance proce

dure, which may have advantages to individuals, allows
the individual to choose between a plurality of Ts, per
haps even in a way that prevents the organization from
learning which individual has obtained which T. A

this way are ainlearnableby C, but C is able to ensure 45 further possibility is that Ts might be rather freely dis
that no more than only a single bit is transferredz
tributed. As already mentioned, T need not be used in

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Turning now to FIG. 1, a general description of the

personal transaction systems.

It is anticipated that a T 120 may have some way of
ensuring its own association with a particular person.
present invention will be given.
50 One way this might be accomplished is for T to include
Block 110 represents a “card computer” C. It con
means to determine the physical identity of a person,
tains processing means 111, memory means 112, data
such as a ?ngerprint reader or other so-called biometric
entry means 113, data display means 114, all interfaced
means, as already mentioned, that may be known in the
by suitable means not shown for clarity, such as are well
art. Another possibility, though perhaps not a very
known in the art, and two communication interfaces to
pleasant one, is that T, or some part of T, may be em
be described. The card computer C might be the size of
bedded within the person, possibly under the skin, such
a current credit card, for example, and include buttons
technologies being known in the art. Any such tech
as data entry means 113, and LCD dot matrix display as
niques may provide additional security for organiza
data display means 114, and the communication inter
tions, and may also be to the advantage of individuals,
faces to be described might be by direct electrical con 60 since use of their Ts by other individuals may be limited
in this way.
nection-all as currently known in the art. (Of course any
suitable technologies for accomplishing these functions
External system S 130 is an information processing
may be used.) It is anticipated that such card computers
system not under control of the individual. It might, for
may be given to individuals by organizations, sold
example, be a shop’s point of sale system, a counter at a
freely to individuals by a variety of vendors, and/or 65 bank or other institution, or some informational facility
may serve other functions for individuals not limited to
accessed remotely by telecommunications or the like.
transaction system use, like those of general purpose
The interfacing part or deeper parts of external systems
small computers or workstations. As will be appreci
may be regarded as S. System S 130 takes input from
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tion might be desired, such as what might be provided

interface 135 connected to C 110 and provides output to
this interface 135 that becomes available to C 110. In the

in interfaces 125 and 135 were to be isolated optical

descriptions of the preferred embodiment S includes

interfaces. Various such suitable shielding and isolation

two entities Z and W.

techniques are well known in the art.

While FIG. 1 shows only a single T, C, and S, it is
anticipated that a plurality of each may be used, even by
the same individual. For example, one person may have

The physical isolation between T, C, and S need not
be strictly as shown: more permissive arrangements
would still remain within the scope of the present inven

several Cs, one for everyday use, one for special occa
sions, and a small computer at home or work may some
times also serve as a C. Also, there might be several

tion, as will be appreciated, and they are not believed to
make an essential difference for the protections re

different kinds of possibly cooperating Ts, each issued

flow protection is required, is a one-way channel allow
ing S to transfer information directly to T. Because of
the symmetry of the situation, a channel only allowing
T to transfer information directly to S need not violate

tained. A simple illustrative example, where only out

by a different organization, for example, one for pay
ments, one for private sector credentials, and one for

‘government credentials. Other applications might in
volve Ts embedded in other apparatus, such as televi
sion receivers or automobiles. In such uses, a T might
have control over a critical function of a device, such as
a television set, and/or sensors providing it data about

because of this symmetry, it will be appreciated that the

things beyond its con?nes. Whereas there need not
actually be a plurality of different organizations operat
ing disjoint external systems S, individuals should have

by substituting T and S for A and B, in possibly differ
ent ways, various more permissive anticipated con?gu

in?ow protections. For simplicity in exposition, and
case of two communicants, A and B, with moderator C
can be considered without loss of generality, and that

rations can be arrived at.

the ability to transact as part of at least two different

A one-way channel from A to B, which includes the
previous two cases, may be monitored or controlled by
Of course there might be a single communication car
C. Monitoring may be with or without noti?cation to A
rier who provides part of the transaction system used to 25 and/or B, with or without consent of A and/or B, or it
connect to other organizations, or there might simply
may be limited by other properties, such as the nature of
be more than one different transaction system. Also, the
the transaction or amount of data transferred. Control
Cs of two or more individuals may transact among
by C over use of such a channel may be by, for instance,
themselves, in which case each individual or their C
limiting the times and/or amounts of data transferred.
30
may be considered to double as an S.
An ability to monitor and control gives a kind of censor
A preferred protection C should be able to have
ship, and when this is combined with some delay on the
against T is that against “out?ow”: T should not be able
channel, transfer of even a single..improper bit can be
to leak any pre-arranged message or message of T’s own
prevented. Furthermore, C may have the ability to
construction through C to S. For example, as was men
tioned, if T were able to leak information identifying 35 interject messages on the channel. This may be subject

accounts between which unlinkability may be provided.

to constraints, such as on the amount or timing of such

itself to S, then the privacy protections of blind signa

interjections, priorities between interjections and au
thentic messages, and requirements that interjections be

tures would become ineffective. This does not, how
ever, imply that T cannot in?uence the output of C to S,

made known to A and/ or B some time after they have

as will be seen.

A second protection C may wish against T is that
against “in?ow”: T should not be able to receive any

40

been perpetrated.
Another example, which does not exclude simulta

pre-arranged or otherwise recognizable message or

neous use of the previous cases, is for A to have some

determine the identity of T, since C’s inability to per
form a subsequent transaction requiring the assistance
of T might con?rm S’s guess that a particular T is in
volved. But other possible uses of such in?ow would
discriminate improperly against some people. Protec

a channel between B and C.

abilities with respect to the channels between C and B.
signal from S that is unrecognizable by C. For example,
For instance, A might be allowed to listen in on what C
S might send such a message to T requesting that if T is
a particular T or member of a particular class of Ts 45 says to B or what B says to C. The various possibilities
mentioned above related to monitorability, control, and
and/or has memory contents that satisfy certain condi
interjection would also apply here, but, instead of C
tions, then T should temporarily or even permanently
accessing a channel between A and B, A would access
go out of service. For one thing, this might allow S to

A third preferred protection, this time for S, is the
ability to determine the physical distance to T. An ex

ample of when_S might wish to do this would be when

C is being presented at a counter, access point, terminal
station, or the like by a person who should be holding
tion against in?ow also does not imply that T not re
ceive anything that depends on the output of S, as will 55 the appropriate T along with C. The ability to verify
this can discourage someone from lending parts of their
be seen.
credentials or the like to other persons, since this would '
Such protections against in?ow and out?ow may be
now mean also the lending of T, which might be unat
supported by some electromagnetic shielding or isola
tractive to individuals for several reasons. One is that
tion 115. For instance, T might be enclosed within some
the lending of T would have to be physical, and could
physical structure that prevents it from emanating sig
not just be carried out by telecommunications, as with
nals or from receiving signals, except those provided
lending only information or just providing needed re
through interface 125. One arrangement for achieving
sponse's. Also, when T is physically lent, the owner of T
this conveniently might be for T to be contained within
would be unable to make further transactions until T is
such a suitably protective part of C. Naturally, inter
faces 125 and 135 must be such that manipulation of 65 returned. Furthermore, T might be designed in such a
way that if it were given to someone along with the
them by T and S should not allow any sufficiently de
tectable signal to be passed through to the other side of
passwords or the like necessary to use it for even the
C without cooperation of C. Thus, some sort of isola
smallest thing, then that person might be able to make

‘ 4,926,480
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virtually unconstrained access to T, thus requiring a

know what credentials its holder has received (as state

great deal of trust for such lending.

ments signed by organizations), and for T to sign state

Well known in the prior art are techniques where a

random challenge is broadcast by a ?rst party and the
time interval until a re?ection of it is heard by the ?rst
party is measured to determine the distance to the point
of re?ection. An inherent limitation in all schemes that
measure elapsed time is of course that, where delay can
be introduced, the calculated distance is increased and

ments requested by C that T checks are true based on
the credential data it maintains. For each relationship an
individual has with an organization, a different public

key, called a digital pseudonym, is used. A public key
certi?cate would be created for each pseudonym by the
techniques of FIG. 3, and one of these would be shown

by C in establishing each relationship. Physical pres

ence may be required for obtaining and/or using cre
dentials; thus, the techniques of FIG. 2 may be em
Challenge response techniques form a basic part of
ployed to allow T to show its proximity and ability to
many cryptographic protocols known in the art. Typi
make signatures corresponding to a particular pseud
cal examples are protocols where one party seeks to
onym.
con?rm that the other party with whom communica~
A third example is when T is used to decode data
tion is taking place is actually the holder of a secret key.
signals, such as television or radio programming dissem
Such a protocol might be initiated by the ?rst party
inated by broadcast, cable, or satellite. The data might
sending a random challenge to the second party, who is
be encrypted so that secret keys are needed to obtain it
then to return an encryption of the challenge using the
in the clear, and these keys may change periodically
secret key. If conventional cryptography is used, then
both parties would typically share this key, and the ?rst 20 and/or be different for different parts of the data. Dis
tributor organizations, such as television stations, might
party. could use it to encrypt the challenge and verify
sell or otherwise issue keys allowing access to this data.
that the result is identical to what was supplied by the
only an upper bound on the true distance is obtained.

second party. If public key digital signatures are used,
then the second party would sign the challenge using its
secret signing key and the ?rst party would verify the

As with credentials, a T may be known under different

pseudonyms for different relationships with distributor
25 organizations. A distributor provides a key to a T sim

signature using the appropriate public key. Variability

ply by using public key distribution techniques, as are

in the time required to compute a cryptographic func
tion applied to a challenge may be large compared to

well known in the art. For example, a public key certi

the accuracy of distance measure required, which is one

?ed by the techniques of FIG. 2 can be used as T’s
contribution to a Dif?e-Hellman key exchange, with

reason such techniques may not be preferred for the

the contribution of the distributor being provided to T

present problem.

by C. This would establish a key known to both T and
the distributor, but not to C. This’key can then be used

If one wishes to determine the distance (or an upper
bound on it) to a secret key’s holder such as T, then

to decrypt possibly other encrypted keys, and thereby

ultimately lead to the keys used to encrypt the data
neither known ‘technique is suitable: possession of secret
keys is clearly unnecessary to reflect a signal; a chal 35 itself.
Another example is the one-show blind signatures
lenge should be generated by S, but this cannot be made
used in payments, as already mentioned. They rely on
known to T without compromising the inflow property;
signatures being of a special form. One way to guaran
and computational requirements might signi?cantly
reduce the accuracy of such distance measurements. A

tee such a form would be for Ts to simply check this

solution is illustrated by the preferred embodiment of 40 form before issuing a signature on it using the tech
FIG. 3.
niques of FIG. 4. A possibly more secure approach
would be for C and the bankto conduct the protocol
Some‘ example applications of the herein disclosed
inventive concepts will now be presented to illustrate
outlined in the referenced application (titled “one-show
blind signatures”), but with the bank requiring each
some particular uses, but such a listing is only intended
to be suggestive and not limiting in any way.

One example use might be for simple untraceable
payments. For each dollar withdrawn, a separate neu

message received from C to include a validating signa
ture made by T. Such a signature would be provided
only after T checks that the messages are properly

tralized public key certi?cate might be issued by the

formed, possibly by constructing them itself (as illus

techniques of FIG. 2, with a bank playing the role of Z.

trated, e.g., in FIGS. 2 or 6.). Somewhat more security

When payment is later made to a shop, a certi?cate

might be achieved by using the embodiment of FIG. 6

from the withdrawal is issued by C and the techniques

to let T obtain the ?nal signature from the bank, since
that way C would have to rely on T to show the signa

of FIG. 4 are used to issue a corresponding signature on

such things as the date and name of the shop W. Every
ture by the techniques of FIG. 7, and T would only do
T would be programmed to issue only one such signa
this once. As will be appreciated, such techniques differ
ture per certi?cate (which is an example of the already 55 from the previous three examples in that all security
mentioned object of the invention related to state main
cannot be compromised merely by compromising T’s
tained by T). If the signature and certi?cate are valid,
tamper-resistance: the cryptographic techniques of the
then the shop knows that this dollar cannot be spent at
referenced protocol would also have to be broken to
any other shop-unless the tamper-resistance or cryp
violate its security properties.
tography have been compromised. The shop also has a
Credential protocols have been detailed in “A secure

signature and corresponding certi?cate showing that it

and privacy protecting protocol for transmitting per

has received the dollar, and these can be veri?ed by the
sonal information between organizations,” by the pres
bank or any other party. The unlinkability of the proto
ent applicant and J. -H. Evertse, in Advances in Cryp
col of FIG. 4 makes such payments untraceable to the
tology: Proceedings of CRYPTO 86, A. M. Odlyzko,
65 Ed., Springer Verlag, 1987. Such protocols could also
payer’s account.
A second example is credential mechanisms, which
bene?t from T checking and signing each message to be
were already mentioned. A simple way to handle cre
sent to an organization. In these protocols (and more
dentials, using the present inventive concepts, is for T to
generally in any protocol to be handled in this way),
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pleted, commitments to the pad(s) are opened by C
(part of box 308), and all parties compute the common
result (111 in box 309, 310 and part of box 308). As will be
appreciated, the problem mentioned above related to
the amount of processing time is solved adequately for
practical applications, since only a few exclusive-or’s
are required, or some other cyclic group operation for

when the individual is called upon to create random

values, the well known cryptographic “coin-tossing”
techniques for creating “mutually trusted random val
- ues” could readily be applied between T and C (as, e.g.,

in FIG. 6). When a public key is required to be created
by the individual, the techniques of FIG. 3 could be

applied, thereby making cooperation of T necessary in
forming signatures that the protocol allows the individ

instance. As will also be appreciated, one or both of the

ual to form (or in receiving secret information the pro

padding operations may be omitted, simply by using the

tocol allows the individual to obtain). Such public keys

protocol shown with the undesired pad(s) set to zero. It

can be built into the “validaters” of the credential proto

would of course be more elegant to leave out the corre

col referenced. Whenever organizations sign public
keys created by such techniques, signatures need not be
kept from C, since cooperation of T is required to use
the signatures.
Some general descriptions of the preferred embodi

sponding commit to an unused pad (message [31.2] or
[31.2]) as well as the super?uous exclusive-or operations

ments of FIGS. 2 through 9 will now be given to further
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(of boxes 305, 307, 308, 309, and 310) and opening mes
sages ([36.1] and [362]). The post authentication,
though not shown in this ?gure for clarity, would entail
a digital signature being formed by T and shown to S

and is described as well as shown for general use in
FIG. 4 for instance.
the ?owchart boxes and messages shown in FIGS. 2
through 9 are referenced for clarity; but since these 20 The ?owchart of FIG. 4 may be considered also in a
setting where T has a private key and the corresponding
?gures are not described in detail until the next section,
public key is known to both C and W. In the preferred
references to them will be enclosed in parenthesis here
embodiment, a signature issued by T on a message (m)
and will not be identi?ed as such each time they appear.
is to be obtained by W. The signature is created by T
The ?owchart of FIG. 2 may be considered in a

their more general appreciation. In these descriptions,

setting where T and Z each initially have a private key 25 (boxes 401 and 403). As will be appreciated, the signa
ture could require cooperation of both C and T to form,
and where the corresponding public keys are known to
but this is preferably achieved by two separate signa
all three parties. In the preferred embodiment, a public
tures, one of the type shown here and the other created
key created by cooperation of T and C is to have a
by C using a private key it alone knows. The signature
private key known at least in part only to T and is to
is checked by C (part of box 404) and then forwarded to
receive a blind signature from Z. The cooperation be
W, where it is checked again (405). The embodiment
tween T and C to form a new public key (the part of the
?gure occupied by box 201 and parts of 202 and 203) is _ shown includes creation of an “obscuring” value by C
(box 402) that should not be known to T or W. Then C
shown in the following exemplary way: T creates a
uses this value in obscuring the signature while check
public key (part of box 201), C creates a “neutralizing”
value (box 202), and the two are combined to form the 35 ing it (part of box 404). As will be appreciated, less
perfect obscuring may also be used, such as that which
neutralized new public key by T (part of box 203) and C
is only computationally dif?cult to remove or otherwise
(part of box 204). The protocol to obtain the blind signa
less than optimal. Some signatures are self-obscuring, in
ture on the new public key (the part of the ?gure occu
the sense that there is exactly one signature correspond
pied by boxes 204, 205, 206, and parts of 202 and 203)
ing to any particular message, when the public key is
begins by C creating a “blinding” value, as are disclosed
?xed. Other signature schemes, like the so called ElGa
in the already referenced publication titled “blind signa
mal signature scheme (disclosed in “A public key cryp
ture systems.” This value is used to form a blinded
tosystem and signature scheme based on discrete loga
message that includes the new public key as original
rithms,” Advances in Cryptology: Proceedings of
message by T (part of box 203), who signs this with its
private key, and also by C (part of box 204) in checking 45 CRYPTO 84, G. R. Blakley and D. Chaum, Eds.,
Springer Verlag, 1985) do not have this property: there
this signature with TS public key. After Z also checks
may be many different signatures for the same pairing of
this signature with TS public key, Z signs the blinded
message and public key. Since the kind of signature
new public key (box 205). The result is checked and
scheme relied on in FIG. 4 resembles the ElGamal,
unblinded by C (box 206).
special measures have been taken to obscure the signa
The flowchart of FIG. 3 may be considered in a
ture.
setting where T has a private key and the corresponding
The flowchart of FIG. 5 may also be considered in a
public key is known to both C and W. In the preferred
setting where T has a private key and the corresponding
embodiment, a challenge and response sequence should
public key is known to both C and W. In the preferred
allow W to determine an upper bound on the distance to
embodiment, an undeniable signature on a message (m)
T. The challenge created by W (e in box 302) is substan
is issued by T and should be veri?ed by C and then by
tially unpredictable to at least C; the response created
W. Initially, T forms the undeniable signature (box 501)
by T (r in box 303) is substantially unpredictable to at
and C issues a challenge appropriate for such signatures
least C. To prevent inflow, the challenge may be “pad
(box 502). Then T responds to the challenge (box 503)
ded" by being exclusive-or’ed with a pad (k in box 305)
and C veri?es the response (box 504). (Note that the use
chosen and committed to by C (part of box 301) to W

box 307) chosen and committed to by C (part of box

of y by C in boxes 504 and 506 could also have been
done by T as part of the signing and responding of boxes
503 and 507.) The signature is then supplied to W, who
_ issues' a challenge (box 505). This challenge is “dis

301) to T and at least unpredictable to T and unknown
to W. Each bit of challenge is in turn issued (box 304),

guised” by C (box 506). Disguising a challenge means
changing it, responsive to a disguising value that is

padded, responded to (box 306), response padded, and

unknown to T, and then undisguising the response, in
such a way that: (i) the disguising is transparent to the

and at least unknown to T and unpredictable to W; to

prevent out?ow, the response of T may be similarly

padded by being exclusive-or’ed with another pad (j in

returned to S. After the stream of challenge bits is com
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challenge/response process in the sense that it does not

interfere with the checks of W, and (ii) for each particu
lar challenge W could provide, there is a disguising
value that would transform it into any other disguised
challenge. Of course, such disguising need not be opti
mal, and could be based on computational infeasibility

16

corresponding term in the response are shown here for
clarity, but any number of such terms could of course be
included. Finally, W checks the response (part of box

708). Another example variation anticipated, and that
would be obvious to those of skill in the art, is simply

using “discrete log” techniques instead of RSA signa

or otherwise imperfectly hide some information about

tures, as described in part in “An improved protocol for

the challenge. The disguised challenge is responded to
by T (box 507) and this is “un-disguised”—-that is, C
removes the in?uence of the disguising value (box 508).

demonstrating possession of discrete logarithms and
some generalizations,” by the present applicant, J. H.

As will be appreciated, the disguising is believed to
prevent out?ow, and could thus be omitted in some
embodiments. Finally, W veri?es the undisguised re-v
sponse (box 509).

_

The ?owchart of FIG. 6 may be considered in a

setting where T and Z each have a private key and the
corresponding public keys are known to all three

parties. In the preferred embodiment, a signature issued
by Z on a message (m) is to be obtained by T but kept

Evertse, and J. v. d. Graaf, in Advances in Cryptology:
Proceedings of Eurocrypt 87, D. Chaum and W. L.

Price, Eds, Springer Verlag, 1988.
The ?owchart of FIG. 8 may be considered in a

setting where T and W each have a private key and the
corresponding public keys are known to all three
parties. In the preferred embodiment, a message (b) is
known to T and should be provided to W, but should be
kept secret from C. The message is from a strictly lim
ited set of messages (square or non-square) and is ini

from C. The message is blinded doubly: part of the 20 tially “encoded” (box 801) by being encrypted using the
public key of W (the modulus used in box 801). This
blinding is created by T (601) and the other part by C
encoded value is then “hidden” by a value (s’) chosen
(602). The resulting doubly-blinded form of the message
by C and which is at least not known to T in advance
is signed by T (603) and then checked by C (604). The
(box 802); such hiding potentially changes the encoded
doubly-blinded form is then signed by Z (605) and the
result checked by C (606). The fully unblinded form of _25 form of the message to any other encoded form of the
same message, depending on the value used, but it does
the signature is developed by T (607), since only T is
able to remove at least part of the blinding. It will be
appreciated that it is not essential, for instance, whether
C places and/or removes its own blinding or whether it
allows T to do so.

not change the message itself. Of course, less than per

fect hiding could be used. The hidden form is signed by
T (box 803) and the signature is checked by C (box 804).
30 The signature is also checked by W (805), who is able to

setting where T has a signature veri?able ,with some

use the corresponding private key to determine the
actual message sent by T.

public key known to all three parties. In the preferred
embodiment, by issuing a challenge and checking the

The flowchart of FIG. 9 may ‘be considered in the
setting where T and W each have a private key and the

The ?owchart of FIG. 7 may be considered in a

response, W should gain con?dence that a party hold 35 corresponding public keys are known to all three
ing a signature on a particular message (m) participated
parties. In the preferred embodiment, a message (b’) is
known to W and should be provided to T, but it should
in forming the response after the challenge was issued.
be kept secret from C. The message is chosen from a
A “protector” value (at?) is, created by T in such a way
group (squares and non-squares modulo a composite). A
that T knows the signature on the protector value (box
701). This protector value is “sanitized” by C combin 40 group element is chosen by T in a way preventing C
from learning it, and it is encoded (encrypted) using the
ing it with a sanitizing value (a’e) in such a way that
substantially any sanitized protector results from any
public key of W (box 901). This choice of encoded
protector, for some sanitizing value (part of box 703).
message is “modi?ed” by C creating a second message
known to contain a second group element and combin
Also, the sanitizing value is at least unpredictable to the
two parties, which is believed to prevent out?ow. The 45 ing the two in such a way that the result is known to
contain the group element res'ulting from the group
sanitized value is provided to W (message [73.1]). A
mutually-trusted challenge value is created by a suitable
operation applied to the two original group elements
cryptographic coin-toss technique between C and W,
(box 902). The combination is also such that it can yield
to a part (C in box 702), the other supplies a part (W in
part of box 703), and the first party opens the commit

any resulting modified encoded message for some modi
?cation, but a suitable approximation of this may also be
acceptable. A signature on this modi?ed encoded mes

(box 704), thereby letting both parties compute the

sage is formed by T (box 903) and checked by C (box

such as are widely known in the art: one party commits

output as a group operation applied to the two parts,
904). Then W also checks the signature; determines the
which are elements of a cyclic group (parts of boxes
group element in the modi?ed encoded message; finds a
705, 707 and 708). Once the sanitized protector is com 55 counteracting group element (a") that combines by the
mitted to and the coin-toss result is known, C and T can
group operation with the group element in the encoded
form the response. The preferred embodiment accom
message to yield the actual message W wishes to send;

plishes this by passing the challenge from C to W (part
forms a digital signature that reveals the counteracting
of box 705); computing the response without knowl
group element (messages [95.1] and [952]); and pro
edge of the sanitizing value by T (box 706); and C sani 60 vides this signature to C (box 905). This signature is
tizing the response (part of box 707). As will be appreci
checked by C before forwarding it to T (box 906); also
ated, the sanitizing value could be provided to T who
forwarded is the group element used in the modifying,
could then perform the entire response formation; but
which could of course have been forwarded after T
this should involve at least some commit by C to the
commits to its initial encrypted message. Finally, T
sanitizing value before learning the protector. It is antic 65 checks the vsignature and then recovers the message sent
ipated that the widely publicized Fiat-Shamir style chal
by W as the group operation applied to the element it
lenge and response could also be employed, as would be
obvious to those of skill in the art; a single signature and

chose, the one known to C, and the one revealed by W’s

signature (box 907).
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Several moduli are used. One is p, a public prime,

EMBODIMENTS

such moduli being well known in the cryptographic art,
with a corresponding publicly agreed primitive element
g. For cooperation between the preferred embodiments

While it is believed that the- notation of FIGS. 2-9
would be clear to those of ordinary skill in the art, it is
first reviewed here for defmiteness.

.

'

of FIG. 2 and FIG. 4, some restrictions on p and g may
be imposed or other suitable groups used, as will be

The operations performed are grouped together into
?owchart boxes. The column that a box is in indicates

described later. Also, each of Z, T, and W have their

which party performs the operation de?ned in that box.

own RSA modulus, shown as ZN, TN, and WN, re
spectively, such moduli being well known in the art, as

The columns are labeled by party name across the top.
Some operations show how messages are formed on the

first proposed in “A method for obtaining digital signa
tures and public-key cryptosystems,” by Rivest, Shamir
and Adleman, in Communications of the ACM, Febru
ary 1978, pp. 120-126. The public exponents of Z, T,

right of the equal sign with the message number (shown
in square brackets) on the left of the equal sign. The
operation of saving a value under a symbolic name is
denoted in the same way as that of forming a message,

and W are e, e’, and e", respectively; the corresponding
private exponents of Z, T, and W are d, d’, and d",
respectively. Some special restrictions are placed on
WN for the purposes of the preferred embodiment of

except that the symbolic name appears on the left in
stead of a message number. Another kind of operation is
an equality test. The “?=?” symbol is used to indicate

these tests, and the testing party terminates the protocol

FIGS. 8 and 9, as will be detailed later. Three well

if the test does not hold. (If the test is the last operation
to be performed by a party during a protocol, then the
success or failure of the test determines the party’s suc
cess or failure with the protocol.) The final kind of
operation is that of sending a message. This is shown by
a message number on the left; followed by a recipient

known functions, bit extraction, Jacobi symbol, and

quadratic residuosity, denoted B, J, and Q, respectively,
are described and used later.
Turning now to FIG. 2, the first part of a flowchart

for the preferred embodiment will now be described in
detail.

name and an arrow (these appear for readability as
either a recipient name then left pointing arrow, when

Box 201 shows T choosing x from the interval 1 to

p-l uniformly and at random, such random selection

the recipient is on the left; or right pointing arrow then
recipient name, when the recipient is on the right);
followed by a colon; ?nally followed by an expression
fully denoting the actual value of the message that

as already mentioned. Then T raises g to the x power

modulo p, such exponentiation as already described.
The resulting residue is then called message [21]. As per
the de?nition of the notation already described, mes
sage [21] is then sent from T to C.’
Box 202 indicates that, after receiving message [21], C
first chooses b at random uniformly from the interval '1
to ZN and then chooses y independently and uniformly

should be sent, possibly expressed using variables whose
values may not be known to the sender.

Several kinds of expressions are used. One is just the
word “random.” This is used to indicate that a value is

preferably chosen uniformly from an appropriate inter

from the interval 1 to p- 1. Then b is sent to T as mes
sage [22.1] and y is sent to T as message [22.2].

val over the integers, de?ned in the text, and indepen
dently of everything else in the protocol. Thus a party

Box 203 describes first how the value of message [23]

should preferably employ a physical random number 40 is calculated by T. While the order of computation is

generator for these purposes, possibly with appropriate
post-processing. In practice, however, well known
cryptographic and pseudo-random techniques may be
applied possibly in combination with physical sources.
Another kind of expression involves exponentiation.
All such exponentiation is in a ?nite group, often prefer
ably in the group of residues modulo an integer, the
integer being speci?ed in the text for clarity. When no
operation is shown explicitly, multiplication in such a
group is assumed. When “/” is used, the multiplicative
inverse is ?rst calculated for the expression on the right
and then this is multiplied by the expression on the left.
The results of all such operations on group elements are
assumed for convenience and clarity to be encoded as a

binary number (the least positive representative is pref
erable when the elements are residue classes).
The function f is a preferably publicly agreed one
way function, such functions being well know in the art.
It may be assumed to have a domain able to include the

result of the largest group operation and a range small
enough to be represented in any such group. It may also
have some “hard” bits, as are well known in the art,

not essential, as will be mentioned later, a particular
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order is used in these descriptions for clarity of presen
tation. First message [22.2] received is saved under the
symbolic name y’, and will be referenced again in box
403. Then the product of x and y’ is formed modulo
p- 1, such calculation in the exponent is modulo p- l,
which is more generally the order of the group, as is
well known in the art. Then g is raised modulo p to the

resulting power. Next the one-way function f already
mentioned is applied to the result, yielding an intermedi
ate result that may be called temp for purposes of this
description. Next a “blinding factor” is computed as
[22.1] received raised to the e, modulo Z’s RSA modu

lus ZN. Then the product of this blinding factor and
temp is formed modulo ZN and f is applied to the result.
The result of this application of f is then the base in an
exponentiation to TS secret RSA exponent d’ modulo
T’s RSA modulus TN. This yields the ?nal value of
message [23]. As would be obvious to those of ordinary
skill in the art, this application of f and raising to a secret

RSA exponent is just an RSA public key digital signa
ture, and any other equivalent digital signature tech
nique or the like might be applied equally well here, the

there desirability as will be indicated more speci?cally
present choice being made only for concreteness and
later.
Addition and subtraction over the integers are used 65 clarity. At last this value of message [23] is sent by T to
C.
and mentioned in the text. The exclusive-or operation,
Box 204 de?nes the actions of C after receipt of mes
sometimes called addition modulo 2, is denoted by the
sage [23]. First message [21] is raised to the y power
infIx operator “xor,” and is used for single bit arguments
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modulo p and the result is denoted as q, which C will
also use in box 404 and 504. Next, b is raised to the e

power modulo Z’s RSA modulus ZN. The result is

multiplied modulo ZN by f applied to q, which yields
the ?nal value of message [24.1]. Message [24.2] is then
formed merely as a copy of message [23] received by C.
Now messages [24.1] and [24.2] are tested. This is ac

complished by raising message [24.2] to the e’ power
modulo TN, i.e. the public exponent corresponding to
d’ in T’s RSA system, and testing whether the result is
equal to f applied to message [24.1]. If the test is satis
tied, the protocol proceeds, as mentioned earlier. The
remainder of this box entails C sending the two mes

sages already formed in this box, message [24.1] and
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the four are visited in the same order in the second
iteration, and so on until the n’th iteration, during which
each of the four is visited in the same order but for the
last time. The iteration number appears to the right of

the decimal point in the messages sent by these four
boxes; thus, message [32.i] stands for n different mes
sages, one per iteration. In the detailed description of
each of these four boxes that follows, only the opera
tions for the i’th iteration are described.

Box 304 is merely the sending of the i’th bit of the
challenge 0 as message [32.i] to C by W.

Box 305 shows the reception of message [32.i], its
exclusive-or’ing with the i’th bit of k, denoted k,-, to
form message [33.i]. This message is then sent from C to
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message [24.2], to Z.
Box 306 indicates that after T receives [33.i], the i’th
Box 205 denotes the ?rst and only actions by Z in this
bit of r, r,~, is forwarded to C in message [34.i].
?owchart. Initially Z tests message [24.1] and message
Box 307 describes how C transforms [34.i], by exclu
[24.2] received just as C did: message [24.2] is raised to
sive-or’ing it with j,-. The result, [35.i], is then sent as a
the e’ power modulo TN and the result is tested for
equality with that of applying f to message [24.1]. In the 20 message to W.
There is preferably timing means or steps not shown
case when the test is satis?ed, message [25] is formed as
for clarity, but readily conceived by those of ordinary
message [24.1] raised to Z’s secret RSA signing expo
skill in the art, which allow W to measure with suf?
nent d modulo ZN. Finally, this message [25] is sent by
cient accuracy the time between the sending of a [32.i]
Z to C.
Box 206 is ?rst the checking of message [25] received 25 and the receipt of the corresponding [35.i]. It is pre
ferred that the method or means whereby message
by C. This is accomplished by raising message [25] to
the public exponent e modulo ZN and comparing the
[35.i]’s result from message [32.i]’s be as fast as possible
so that the measured delay reflects primarily the physi
result for equality with message [24.1]. Also shown here
cal distance of communication from W to T, as earlier
is the saving under the symbolic name q", used later in
box 404 and 504, of message [25] times the multiplica 30 mentioned. The processing of messages [32.i] and [34.i]
involve only a single exclusive-or operation to be per
tive inverse of b all modulo ZN, which is the unblinded

form of the signature given by Z in message [25].

formed by C, and,,that for [33.i] and [35.i] by T and W,

respectively, is essentially nothing, thus keeping the
Turning now to FIG, 3, the second ?owchart for part
processing requirements for these messages only a few
of the preferred embodiment will now be described in
detail.
35 gate delays above zero.
Another aspect of timing relates to in?ow and out
Box 301 begins the setup for the challenge/response
?ow protections. As will be appreciated, small varia
between T and W. First C creates j and k independently
tions (jitter) in the exact timing of each challenge or
but uniformly at random from a suitable interval. This
response bit might leak information from W or from T.
interval is preferably from 0 to one less than some suit
ably large power of 2: the power of 2 requirement is 40 An exemplary solution is for a clocking speed and re
sponse delay to be ?xed a priori. Thus, C sends bits at
believed to give each bit of j and k an independent and
uniform distribution; the suitably large size is needed
this rate to T (to prevent in?ow) and provides response
bits to W at this same rate but phase shifted by a ?xed
both to provide enough bits (n, as will be mentioned) for
use in the protocol and enough to allow the one-way
amount (to prevent out?ow). If C does not receive a bit
function to have a large enough domain. Then C sends
from T or W in time, then C replaces the missing bit(s)
with random bits and regards the protocol as having
the image of j under the one-way function f to T as
failed because of the improper response of that party.
message [31.1]. Also, C sends the image of k under f to
Box 308 begins the post-processing for the neutral
ized challenge response sequence just described. The
dently and uniformly from the interval 0 to 2"-- l, 50 purpose of this processing is for each of C, T, and W to

W as message [31.2].
Box 302 shows that W forms challenge 0 indepen

where the power of 2 requirement is for the same rea
sons as mentioned in box 301, and only n bits are re

quired by the protocol. Naturally, each bit of 0 could be
thought of as being generated as it is needed, however,
this pre-generation provides some consistency with the
needs of T, as will be described, and is used here for
clarity. Message [31.1] is also received before T pro
ceeds further.
Box 303 is the pre-creation by T of the n response bits
that comprise r. Thus r is chosen uniformly from the 60
interval 0 to 2"—l. Pre-choice of these bits is desired
since the amount of work to be performed by T in re

arrive at the same value, called m, m’, and m", respec
tively, to be used later as will be described. At this
point, C is already able to determine m as follows: First
a value called for convenience here templ is formed as

the bitwise exclusive-or of message [32] and k. In other
words, for all i between 1 and n, the i’th bit of templ is
the exclusive-or of [32.i] and ki. A value temp2 is
formed in a similar way from [34] and j, that is temp2 is

the bitwise exclusive-or of [34] and j. Then temp2, taken
as an integer, is multiplied by 2" and the result is added
as an integer with templ treated as an integer. This ?nal
sum is m. Thus, the low-order n bits of m are the bitwise

sponding to each challenge bit below is preferably mini-, sum of [32] and k, and the next higher order n bits are
mized, as has been mentioned. Message [31.2] is also
the bitwise sum of [34] and j. While this technique for
65 forming m from the two 11 bit sequences is arbitrary, it
received before W proceeds further.
Boxes 304 through 307 represent a loop that is re
peated n times. Thus each of the four boxes is visited in
the order presented in the ?rst iteration, then each of

is presented here for concreteness. The ?nal part of this
box shows C sending j to T as message [36.1] and k to W
as [36.2].

